RESIDENCIES

ALL
RESIDENCIES
OPEN CALLS
JOBS
GRANTS

RESIDENCIES
INTERNATIONAL
SWITZERLAND
DEADLINE
14 SEP 2020
Switzerland | Jan Michalski residencies for writers 2021

RESIDENCIES
INTERNATIONAL
SPAIN
DEADLINE
30 SEP 2020
Gran Canaria | self-quarantine residencies for artists and researchers 2020

RESIDENCIES
INTERNATIONAL
FRANCE
DEADLINE
01 OCT 2020
France | Camargo Foundation Core Programme fellowships call 2021-22

RESIDENCIES
INTERNATIONAL
SWITZERLAND
DEADLINE
04 OCT 2020
Switzerland | TaDA Textile and Design Alliance artist in residence programme

RESIDENCIES
INTERNATIONAL
NETHERLANDS
DEADLINE
05 SEP 2020
Jan van Eyck Academie - residency call

RESIDENCIES
INTERNATIONAL
ASIA
DEADLINE
05 SEP 2020
Virtual360 Konnect | Emerging Arts Leaders Residency Series: open call

RESIDENCIES
INTERNATIONAL
GERMANY
DEADLINE
12 AUG 2020
K3 Tanzplan Hamburg Residency Programme 2021/2022

RESIDENCIES
INTERNATIONAL
FINLAND
DEADLINE
09 JUL 2020
Finland | New Course guided residency program

RESIDENCIES
INTERNATIONAL
INDIA
DEADLINE
30 JUN 2020
India | Sangam House writers' residencies 2020-21 call

RESIDENCIES
INTERNATIONAL
JAPAN
DEADLINE
24 JUN 2020
Tokyo Arts and Space -

RESIDENCIES
INTERNATIONAL
JAPAN
DEADLINE
30 JUN 2020
Kyoto Art Center

RESIDENCIES
INTERNATIONAL
JAPAN
DEADLINE
14 JUN 2020
Kinosaki International